
HOA Super Lien Check
Don’t Let Delinquent HOA Dues Poison Your Portfolio

Nearly half of the states in the nation have laws that give priority, or “super”, status to 
liens resulting from delinquent Home Owner Associations (HOAs) dues. This can mean 
significant risk exposure if servicers and investors don’t take proactive steps to monitor 
and protect the portions of their portfolios that could be affected. HOA Super Lien 
Check from CoreLogic is a comprehensive, end-to-end solution to help servicers and 
investors simplify the process of identifying and documenting their interest in a super 
lien property.

HOA Super Lien Check helps to safeguard your portfolio in three ways:

HOA Risk Analysis: Identify properties located in super lien states that are part of  
an HOA. Once identified, HOA Super Lien Check leverages CoreLogic industry-leading 
databases and sophisticated APN matching technology to match the specific property 
address to the HOA or Management Company. Quality control is conducted on the  
data and contact information for accuracy against the subject property address. 

Complete and Record the Documents: What makes HOA Super Lien Check 
different from other services is the ability to complete and record the necessary HOA 
documentation and Request for Notice (RFN) on your behalf. HOA Super Lien Check 
goes beyond providing HOA data, making it easy to take a comprehensive and proactive 
approach to guarding your interests.  

Ongoing Monitoring and Maintenance: Take charge of your super lien risk. Ongoing 
monitoring is available so you can stay informed if any new liens are filed on the 
identified properties, or if there are events related to HOA liens or foreclosure activity.   
Assigning the rights to another servicer? CoreLogic can complete and record the 
assignment for you, along with an updated RFN. 

HOA Super Lien Check Advantage:

 ► More than data – an actionable solution

 ► Optional document retrieval of mortgage 
documents

 ► 24/7 tracking and monitoring through 
ePostClosing.com

 ► Customizable to fit your needs and workflow

Don’t take unnecessary risks due to super liens. 
Call us to get started today.
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Better data means  
better results. 

CoreLogic industry-leading 
property databases provide:

 ► 33M+ Properties in 
homeowner associations  

 ► More than 3.2M association 
lien records  

 ► 1,632 Counties providing 
HOA lien data


